Following SAS code is an illustration of the multilevel modeling with Cholesky transformation. The first part is written to simulate a multilevel data with heterogeneous autoregressive errors. The following two-level linear mixed model was used to generate data: The second part is written to analyze the generated data using multilevel model with homogenous independent error structure (MLM-ID), multilevel model with homogenous AR(1) error structure (MLM-AR), and multilevel model with Cholesky transformation (MLM-CT), respectively. Note that, in the first step of the transformation method using the PROC AUTOREG procedure, all variables that will be modeled in the second step including time-invariant covariate i c and the cross-level interaction term ti i z c should be transformed as specified in the "transform=" option of the "OUTPUT" statement. This is also true for the intercept as specified in the "constant=" option of the same statement. This transformed intercept, instead of untransformed intercept of 1's implicitly used by default, should be used in the PROC MIXED procedure of the second step as specified by adding the transformed intercept "t_int" as an explaining variable with "noint" option in the "MODEL" statement. The results of the three analyses were presented in the following 
